Founded in 1919, Gemmo has focused its operational activities in 4 macro-areas of M.E.P expertise: Healthcare, Airports, Highways, Tunnels and Public Lighting. In almost a century of activities, Gemmo accomplished important large scale projects, such as:

- Liége’s TGV Guillemins station by Calatrava: M.E.P and low current systems maintenance
- Cairo International Airport Terminal 3 Facility Management
- More than 150 km of tunnels managed worldwide
- Malpensa International Airport Operation & Maintenance

Gemmo Service features more than 1,500 employees worldwide. Among these, several engineers and experts with different targeted specializations able to guarantee high level of maintenance, assistance and support.

Since 1919, Gemmo’s history has been marked by the company mission, which is to create and build public infrastructures to improve the lives of people and concretely contribute to their wealth. This is a goal that still drives the company to invest resources and to apply advanced technologies and knowledge while deploying a workforce of more than 1,500 people worldwide. Gemmo provides with innovative, dependable and sustainable Global Services. Our DNA is marked by the capacity of acting quickly when needed and mostly by the capacity of preventing emergencies to happen. From three generations on, Gemmo service has been driven by the goal of fulfilling our customers satisfaction, constant attention and assistance to our customers to keep a standard of excellence for the provided services over the years.

Gemmo provides its services worldwide to mission-critical and complex organizations.

Gemmo. Systems and global Facility Management.

Bringing future into the present.
Our tradition, our brand, our mission.

Gemmo aims at creating long-term relationships with customers and partners based on excellence of service and customers satisfaction by guaranteeing technical support, engineering services and operating with qualified personnel on site.

Our experience at your service.

DESIGN, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF:

- Tunnel lighting
- Ventilation and air control
- Automation and surveillance systems
- Tunnel fire alarm
- Variable message signs
- Emergency power supply (U.P.S. and generators)
- Radio communication system
- Traffic control system
- CCTV and accident video detection
- Tunnel S.C.A.D.A.
- Tunnel control room, operated 24/7

Why Gemmo is a market leader.

1. Our 40+ years of tunnel systems experience, specific know-how and solid background grant us a high quality problem solving capability. Our solutions are always tailored to the needs of the customers and able to provide with innovative and cost saving ideas.
2. Up-to-date service.
3. Specialized dedicated teams to provide with up-to-date solutions and flexibility.
4. Central Control Room.
5. Strong experience in designing, operating and S.C.A.D.A. of control rooms.
6. Quick response.
7. 24/7 on call teams to offer prompt response to any intervention request.